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ELEMENTARY SCHOOLING REPORT
“I have never let my schooling interfere with my education” – Mark Twain
Schooling and education are two separate things. Schooling is that stressful form of
learning that students go through where they are taught unnecessary facts. Education
is that beautiful process of learning where a student learns through observation and
experiences. Such distinction between education and schooling is missing in India.
The learning process for a child commences immediately at birth. Neuroscience
proves that over 85% of a child’s cumulative brain development occurs prior to the
age of 6. This indicates the critical importance of developmentally appropriate care
and stimulation of the brain in a child’s early years. Thus elementary education plays
a pivotal role in the development of a child, mentally and consequentially physically
also. Global studies have revealed that quality elementary education is strongly
correlated with lower rates of unemployment, crime and arrest. Hence elementary
education is a major sector which plays an important role in the advancement of a
country.
Being part of Vasavya Mahila Mandali (VMM) as an intern, I have limited my
research to Elementary Education. I interacted and observed students from an
Elementary Govt. School and children of the age group 5-12 years at VMM. The
following are my observations and analysis.
GOVERNMENT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, NAIDUPET, VIJAYAWADA
The Government school has a good infrastructural setup. Students are provided with
the basic necessities such as clothes, books, electricity, toilets, a play ground and
slides. Recently VMM in collaboration with HCL company have made a DRR
(Digital Resource Room) in the school. A projector has been installed with speakers.
Also 50 tablets have been given to the school for educational purposes. The total
establishment was done within a cost of Rs. 3,50,000.
At the beginning of the session, this year, the school witnessed a total strength of
229 students (first to fifth). But apparently there are 185 students. There have been
drop outs as well as new admissions, majorly owing to the migration of families.
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The strength particulars of the beginning of the session, are put up on the board, in
the Headmasters room. Firstly, it mentioned the number of OC, BC, SC, ST and
minority students of each class separately. Such information should not be put up,
as it is completely irrelevant for the students. They do not need to know which
category they belong to. They must be taught that every one is equal. Displaying
such information creates chances of imbibing a sense of discrimination in the
students. If at all required, the data must be maintained in records and not on the
board. Secondly, the strength details are not up-to-date.

PRESENT STRENGHT PARTICULARS OF SCHOOL
CLASS
1
2
3
4
5
TOTAL
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NUMBER OF GIRLS
18
20
24
18
31
111

NUMBER OF BOYS
6
15
18
19
18
76

TOTAL
22
35
42
37
49
185

From the strength particulars of the school, we can clearly see that the number of
girls in a class are more than the boys in most of the cases. This is something peculiar.
Traditionally we have seen that parents prefer sending their boy child over the girl,
to school. But when I personally had conversations with most of them, I found that
their parents gave equal preference to all their children. About 3% of the girls faced
the issue that their brothers were sent to private schools for better education and
they were sent to a Govt. school. But there were also an equal number of boys whose
sisters were studying in private schools. As their sisters were good in studies they
were supported by their parents and sent for better education. This shows that how
parents are slowly progressing by leaving various prejudices behind.
In this world of advancing technology, even who are believed to be under-privileged
are enjoying all benefits of it. About 95% of the students waste at least 3-4 hrs daily
watching television. It has now become an essential part of their daily routine. They
generally watch cartoons, movies or serials. This, majorly, negatively impacts them.
About 10% of them are addicted to applications like Whatsapp, Tik Tok and
dangerous online games like PUBG. Parents of 65% of the students are either
illiterate or have not been able to complete their education. Owing to the fact parents
feel proud that their children are studying and hence give them the liberty to enjoy
after coming home. The parents are not able to monitor their children properly.
When coming to what the students have been learning through their curriculum, it
is highly disheartening. Even though being an English medium school, hardly any of
them could speak a single sentence in English. From what I observed, the students
talk to each other in Telugu and are instructed also in Telugu itself. When I asked
them what they wanted to become after growing up- majority of the girls replied a
teacher and boys replied a policeman. I wondered what made the majority to say so.
The girls said that they love spending time with children and would love to
perpetuate their knowledge to them.
On the other hand, the boys replied that they aspired to be policemen because they
wanted to save the society from the people who cheat and those who don’t respect
women. I was surprised to know that how could such young children be so sociallyaware. After thorough scrutiny I could conclude that this happened due to the
influence of television (serials and movies in particular) and listening to their elders
talk about such issues. This made me ponder that even though the students are not
well- versed with their curriculum but their well aware about the occurrences in the
society. This indeed proves that children have incredible observation skills and they
do as their elders do.
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This led me to test how politically aware they are. I asked them simple questions like
which country do they live in, which state do they live in, who is the chief minister,
who is the prime minister etc. Well I was shocked to discover that 65% of them did
not know which country they lived in. They said that have never heard the word
“India”. Many of them did not even know which state they were living in. they never
heard the word “Andhra Pradesh”. However, a larger number of students stated that
they have heard the word “Telangana”.
I had been told that they have a general assembly every morning where they sing the
National Anthem. I was perplexed as most of them didn’t know a place like India
exists and thus how could they know the significance of the National Anthem. 70%
of them replied that it was a song of their school. Also, during their assembly
everyday, they are given a GK question, which I believe to be a very good initiative.
The irony is that the very fine day I took this survey, the GK question was “What is
the National Animal of our country?”. Here I fail to understand that when over 65%
of the students do not know what a country is, how can we expect them to
understand and retain information pertaining to the ‘National Animal’. Amongst
the whole school only about 20% students are serious regarding their education. The
remaining students due to lack of interest and guidance are losing their innate talents
by being submerged under societal pressure. The students yet do not know what
they are good at and what they love to do. They attend school as their parents force
them to do so.
Knowing about a country or song is entirely factual information. The students can
learn about such issues at any point in their life. Things such as social awareness
come only through observation, which these students have. I thought that they
might also be aware about the professions of their parents. A good number of
students had their family members involved in farming. So, I thought that they might
have indigenous knowledge. About only 30% of the students who had an
agricultural background new some basics. The remaining were clueless.
They shared that whenever they would go to visit their native place, their parents
would go work. Whereas the students themselves would sit at home and watch
television. This shows that parents do not want their children to work in their farms.
They expect their children to study hard and obtain white collar jobs. They want
their children to fulfil their dreams. This adds pressure on the student as he must
stand up to his parent’s expectations.
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The children were also lacking few basic mannerisms. They do not wash their hands
before consuming anything. Some of the boys have had physical and abusive fights
also. I had conducted a small game where the students, at the end of every round
had to be truthful enough and withdraw themselves from the game. I observed that
only 4% of the students were honest. At such a young age and for such a small thing
majority of the students bluffed. Tomorrow when these students grow up such
habits would be deeply rooted in them. They are the future generation of India. We
would thus produce dishonest and corrupt citizens.
VMM STUDENTS
There are 30 students in VMM who fall under the category of elementary schooling.
They include children from first to fourth class, fourth being the densest. All the
girls here are students of VMC (Vijayawada Municipal Corporation) School. They
are taught Telugu, English, EVS and Maths. Most of them say they want to be
teachers after they grow up. Where a minority said they wanted to be a doctor, lawyer
or policemen.
I asked them what they would do after coming back from school. They replied most
of the time watch television – cartoons and movies. When I asked them what they
learnt at school none of them could explain. They were clueless of what was being
taught. Most of them said that they loved Telugu, since their teacher was very good.
Even though English is being taught to them since first class most of the fourth
graders were not confident enough to write their own names in English. As seen in
the case of the Govt. elementary school children, here also the children do not
recognise India or Andhra Pradesh. They sing the National Anthem but do not know
its significance.
They are not politically aware but they are quite aware socially. They know about
crimes such as kidnapping, corruption, rape etc. Knowing such things at such a
young age is indeed unconventional. The parents of some children hold agricultural
occupations. Such children themselves also know the basics of farming. This shows
that parent’s profession does affect the children. They also know societal categories
of Hinduism, Islam and Christianity even though they don’t understand its essence.
I had also conducted an activity with the children here. I asked them to write on a
piece of paper any one thing that they would wish for. When I collected their
responses majority of them had written that they wish for a barbie doll. Some of
them also wanted a cell phone. This shows how successful the companies have been
in marketing, as even the children who do not have any proper source of information
are well aware about its existence. One of the girls wanted a friend.
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The children here also lacked hygiene. Habits such as washing hands before eating,
covering your mouth and nose while coughing or sneezing, taking a bath regularly,
brushing twice a day etc. are not followed by them. Even though they live under one
shelter they lack sisterhood. The older ones bully the younger ones and the younger
ones at times falsely accuse the older ones. Such attributes from a young age get
deep-seated in their personality.
CONCLUSION
As stated earlier elementary education is a pivotal aspect for forming the future India.
But the current elementary education system is not delivering the desired result. It
emphasises merely on trying to remember facts which do not interest the student.
Students have been forced into such a strenuous structure either by their parents or
by the society. Primary education should deal with teaching students, basic human
values and compassion for nature.
By observing the above two cases we can conclude a few things. Children are very
good observers and fast learners. They follow the footsteps of the elders, whom they
are surrounded by. For them their idols are their parents and teachers. The parents
are worried by the happenings in the society and tend to have discussions generally
around this topic. Students observe and hear such discussions and thus they are
socially quite aware. But neither the teachers nor the parents seem to be worried
about inculcating human values or hygiene in the students. The children observe
their elders and their habits; for example; not brushing twice a day or not disposing
waste materials properly or talking rudely to those of a different caste, religion or
mistreating women etc. and then they unintentionally start following such habits. So,
in order to imbibe good values in the students, firstly the elders in their vicinity must
be educated in regard with such issues.
SUGGESTIONS
Through thorough analysis of the above report, we can conclude that the reason
for elementary education, not being able reach to its goal is improper execution
and non-involvement of parents in their child’s education.
The Govt. must first train the teachers. They must be taught to interact with every
student and understand them. The teachers should focus on every student and not
merely those who excel at studies. The teacher must take responsibility of each and
every student. The teacher should feel that each and every child is his own. Only
when such sense of belonging is imbibed within the teachers, they would do their
task whole-heartedly.
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When such efforts are put in by the teacher, the student feels more comfortable, he
would be willing to share his problems with the teacher and would try to rectify it
with his teachers assistance. Such a teacher-student relation must be formed.
Teachers must teach not only for the purpose of earning money, but to educate the
children who are the future of this nation. They must feel proud and privileged to
be the ones educating the future generation of the nation.
The Gurukul system that was followed in India, prior the British invasion is the
best education system ever. There the teacher would pay attention to the individual
needs and skill development of each and every student. The students would spend
most of the time outdoors. They would observe nature and involve in it. They
would never be worried about marks or competition. They would play with
animals and develop compassion. All they would do is develop good human
values. They never had to worry about the exploitation of resources or increasing
crime rate.
The Government must also take up an initiative of educating the parents of the
students. As observed in the two cases above, generally the mothers were illiterate.
The Government should thus form a programme by the means of which, the
mothers also could be educated along with their children. The students must be
instructed to teach whatever they have learnt on that particular day to their
mothers. Then at the end of the year along with their children the mothers must
also be examined. This way the mothers can learn and also keep a check on their
child’s progress. It is also a good opportunity for the child to recollect what he has
learnt and thus practice it. Assistance must be provided by the school for the
needy. Such a mother-child educational relation must also be worked upon.
Also, some changes should be brought up in the curriculum itself. We must take up
the education system of Switzerland as an example. In Switzerland, under elementary
education students are taught nothing but human values. They are taken out in the
nature to observe and experience. They are taught basic etiquettes and general laws.
The students also learn basic reading and writing skills in either French or English
or Italian. At end of their elementary education they are tested through an exam and
observed by their parents and teachers. After which counselling is done and pupils
are separated according to their capacities and career intentions. Thus, producing
already aware citizens of the country and stress-free students, as they are involved in
an activity of their own interest. The Indian Education System should also form such
a frame-work in order to reach its ultimate goal.
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PHOTO GALLERY

Inauguration of the DRR by Dr.Keerthi

Displaying the tablets to the students
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Gifting the tablets to students

A brief introduction being given to students
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Interacting with the VMM children

Conducting activities with students
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Interacting with students of Government
School

Conducting activities with students
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